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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This harbour is within the Hafnafjörður municipality. This is the Reykjanes peninsula, and the bay here within it Faxaflói. The Keflavík international airport is here, SÝNA svo ýta á nexT.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our newest volcano is located here, and if you were not busy trying to see it you would see on your bus ride to Reykjavík the Straumsvík harbour wich is located here:





Straumsvík harbour
• Situated in a small natural cove within Faxaflói Bay
• Run by Hafnafjörður harbours
• A 220 m long berth built in 1969 to service an aluminum

smelter (Rio Tinto)
o Alumina imported (mainly from Australia ,c.a. 30.000 tons

a month)
o Smelter extracts aluminum
o Aluminum exported

• 100 m long berth built in 1997 for cargo import/export

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This harbour is situated in a small natural cove within Faxaflói bay. It is run by Hafnafjörður harbour, and in 1969 a 220 m long berth wast built to service an aluminum smelter (now owned by Rio Tinto). Here alumina is imported (mainly from Australia, around 30.000 tons a month). The smelter extracts aluminum which is then exported. In 1997 a 100 m long berth was built for cargo import/export. So this sums up the current Straumsvík harbour. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Carbfix is an Icelandic company founded in 2007 and owned by the Reykjavík Energy Company. The idea behind Carbfix basicly involves, in very simple terms, turning CO2 into stone. This process has now reached the state of being able to be utilized. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This has led to the Coda Terminal project. It is a cross-border carbon transport and storage hub in Iceland. CO2 is captured at industrial sites in North-Europe and shipped to the terminal where it is unloaded into onshore tansk for temporary storage. The CO2 is pumped into a network of nearby injection wells where it is dissolved in water before being injected into the fresh basaltic bedrock.



• The basaltic bedrock found at the Straumsvík site is ideal for 
the mineralisation process: 

• The rock is geologically young and permeable, providing 
pathways for the migrating fluids and space for the 
carbonate precipitates. 

• Importantly, basalt is also highly reactive and contains the 
cations required for this mineralization process. 

• Furthermore, there is an abundance of fresh water available 
for the dissolution of the CO₂. 

• In addition, the industrial harbour at Straumsvík is well 
equipped to receive CO₂ transported by specifically 
designed ships operating on sustainable fuel.

Coda Terminal at Straumsvík. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now it turns out that the bedrcok found at the Straumsvík site is ideal for the mineralistaion process. The rock is geologically young and permeable, and furthermore the is an abundance of fresh water available for the dissolution of the CO2. In addition the industrial hrabour at Straumsvík is well equipped to recieve CO2 transported by specifically designed ships. In the first phase there are planned to be transported 500 thousand tons per year with 1 ship, 1 million tons in pahse 2 with 2 ships, and 3 million tons with 5 ships in phase 3.



Coda Terminal at Straumsvík. New harbour layout
• 10 ha. Landfill
• 750 m long breakwater
• 3 berths
• Turning area up to 300 m
• Ships with maximum draft 

of c.a. 10 m and length of 
200 m 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So for this terminal an new harbour layout at Straumsvík was designed, located on the shoals east and north of the current harbour. It consists of a 750 m long breakwater with a 10 hectar landfill, and can accomomodate up to 3 berths with a turning area up to 300 m in 12 m depth, allowing for ships with maximum draft of aound 10 m and a 200 m length.



Coda Terminal at Straumsvík. New harbour layout
• 10 ha. Landfill
• 750 m long breakwater
• 3 berths
• Turning area up to 300 m
• Ships with maximum draft 

of c.a. 10 m and length of 
200 m 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And here we can see the Coda Terminal concept at the Straumsvík harbour, with the pipes, temporary tanks and injections wells. 



Wave and Mooring Analysis of Straumsvík new harbour
Offshore wave climate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For this new harbour layout the IRCA was requested to perform a wave and mooring analysis. This firstly involved characterizing the offshore wave climate outside Faxaflói Bay. It is open to north-westerly to south-westerly wave directions. The Reykjanes peninsula, with the tip of Garðskagi, acts as a huge breakwater which protects the southern part of the Faxaflói bay including the Straumsvík harbour area, see red rectangle. This shelters is most effective agains the south-westerly swell. These swells are generted in storms originating in low depressions far south in the Atlantic and can result in very high and long waves reaching SW-Iceland. The north-westerly events are more locally wind generated storms, not reaching as high and long waves, but the Sraumsvík harbour area is however more open to that direction. The westerly events lie between the directions in terms of wave height and peak period. The estimated wave heights with 1 year return period from SW is 11.2 m, 11m from W and 8.3 from NW, with SW having longer periods. This analysis is based on ocean reanalysis data from the ECMWF, as well as the Garðskagi wave buoy, marked with X on the image, which has a realatively continous time series of measured significant wave height from 1995. 



Wave and Mooring Analysis of Straumsvík new harbour
Offshore wave climate – Winter 2022

Depth = 60 m
Hs = 16.4 m

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is one time series measured in this buoy from last winte, a storm 8th of February this year. It shows the measured displacement of the wave buoy, and the ticks are at the 10 m and 20 m mark. The calculated significant wave height from this series is 16,4 m. It includes a number of waves close to 20 m, but also includes a measurement of a well resolved wave over 40 m. Now, this is by far the highest measurement we have seen on our buoys, but since it is an older type of buoy, which only measure acceleration in the vertical which is then converted into displacement, and from what Ive been told, it would have to measure the lateral acceleration as well to rule out it was not somehow riding the breaking wave crest causing higher acceleration, and thereby confirming this measurement. But this is at least a time-series that deserves to be on a posert at the office.



Wave Agitation Analysis of Straumsvík harbour
Offshore wave climate – Winter 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is just another analisys showing he wave height distritbution in the 1st quarter every year based on the ECMWF reanalysis with data from 1977, showing that this year has the highest wave height distribution on record (the red line). A harbour master on the south coast of Iceland, in which the navigation channel is closed when the waves reach a certain height limit, describes this winter as nothing short of a natural disaster, and this is a harbour in a town very close to the volcano and have therefore had alot of earthquakes there as well so, they have had a rough year.



Offshore to nearshore wave simulations

• Mike 21 SW model of Faxaflói bay
• Validate with measurements
• Simulate different frequency of 

occurrence and return periods of 
offshore waves

• Extract boundary conditions for 
harbour model (Mike 21 BW)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But back to the project. A mike SW model was used to calculate the offshore waves with different frequcency of occurence and return periods to Faxaflói Bay at the boundary for a Mike Boussinesq model boundary of the Straumsví harbour area, red rectangle. The SW model was validated using old measurements from a measuring campaing in 1991-1992, located in Vatnslyesuvík, THERE on image. The old data was digitized and compared to calculated waves on the scatter diagram. It cleary shows the different origin of the waves at this locations. The north-westerly wind generated waves are steep high waves with relatively short period. The refracted ocean swells with longer period. Comparing the scatter plots of measured and calculated wave heights the fit is reasonably good, and the different characteristic well captured. 



Offshore to nearshore wave simulations

• Mike 21 SW model of Faxaflói bay
• Validate with measurements
• Simulate different frequency of 

occurrence and return periods of 
offshore waves

• Extract boundary conditions for 
harbour model (Mike 21 BW)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The wave heights estimated at the boundary of the harbour model range from 2.8 m 10% of the time to 4,6 m for the 1 year event, with periods ranging from 10 s to 17 seconds for the SW swell. At this location the mean wave direction in very unifrom or north-westerly, since the W and SW swells wave direction has turned around the Garðskagi tip.



Offshore to nearshore wave simulations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The sheltering of the Garðskagi tip can be seen here, being most predominant for the SW wave direction, left, and decreasing with W, in the middle, and very little for the NW offshore wave direction.



Harbour model

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To estimate wave heights at the berths of the Straumsvík harbour, a Mike Boussinesq model was set up. Left we can see the bathymetry in the model, and as can be seen on the irregular contour lines the seabed there is mostly rock. On the right are the names of the berths, Aluminum berth and East berth in the current harbour. Gas berth, Bulk berth and Bulk berth 2 in the new harbour. As well the lines along them which calculated wave heights are extracted, and the location of a wave gauge which was located there in 96.



Harbour model - Validation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is documentation of wave gauge measurements in the Straumsvík harbour from 1996 of two storms before it broke down due to high waves. These storms were replicated in the model and both the swell component and seiche component of the significant wave height at the wave gauge location was calculated and compared to these measurements, and the fit was pretty good.



Harbour model – Wave Agitation



Harbour model – Wave Agitation Results (2% frequency of occurence)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of the results of the calculated wave height along the Straumsvík harbour berths, current harbour in red, and new harbour in blue for seastate corresponding to 2% of the time for different range of peak periods. These results basically showed that overall the berths in the new harbour layout have lower wave heights compared to the current harbour. The lowest wave height being at the proposed Gas berth, and higher at the proposed bulk berths. These results do not tell the whole story, for example we know that at the East berth in the current harbour there is much more ship movement compared to the Aluminum berth, although the wave height at the berths is similar. These results were therefore used as well in a Mooring Analysis, to get the full effect of wave heights, principal wave direction at the berths as well as seiche. 



Mooring Analysis of Straumsvík harbour (Mike 21 MA)

Ship Data Fenders Mooring Lines

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So for this we used the Mike21 Mooring Analysis module. The modeled ship was scaled to the dimensions of a likely design of the Gas Transport ship, 180 m long, 27 m wide with a draft of 8 m. The fender data corresponds to a super cone fenders, used at the aluminum berth, and a realistic mooring layout was sketched by the chief harbour pilot in Straumsvík, with 12 mooring lines in total.



Mooring Analysis – Significant movement results (2% frequency of occurence)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The significant movement parameter, for all 6 degrees of motion, was calculated from the simulated time series of ship movement at all the berths. This parameter has no practial meaning but is used to compare movement at the berths. For each sea state the 3 degrees of movement is plotted on the left, and the 3 degrees of rotation on the right. Here it was evident that movement at the East berth (red column) was much higher than at the aluminum berth (yellow), which was very much the experience of the harbour authorities. At that berth there is significant rolling and swaying which makes it often unusable every year. There we could also see that at the proposed Gas berth had overall the lowest calulated ship movement. Here it was also evident that at the prosposed bulk berths in the new harbour, significant movement can be expected, although not as much as the East berth. 



Mooring Analysis – Peak-To-Peak results (2% frequency of occurence)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also took these result one step further and extracted the peak value of the simulated time series of ship motion.These values have a practical meaning as they can be compared to known ship movement criteria, published by PIANC in 1995, based on research in which the nordic PIANC members were a big part of. For each sea state with a different frequency of occurence the peak values are compared to know movement criteria for different cargo loading system, Gas Tankers, bulk and carrier, to give an estimate of downtime at each berth. I wond og into detail, these plots are used to estimate the downtime, which was clearly quite high for the East berth in the current harbour, as all these X‘es mean the mooring lines broke, in all the runs for that berth. 



Mooring Analysis – Peak-To-Peak results (2% frequency of occurence)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are similar plots for the berhs in the new harbour



Mooring Analysis – Peak-To-Peak results (2% frequency of occurence)

Design criteria of harbours in Iceland
• Safe Working Conditions (S.W.C) 

should not be disrupted more 
than 7 days (2% of the time) on 
average a year.

• Safe Mooring Conditions (S.M.C) 
should not be exceeded more 
than once a year on average

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Final result, based on the previous plots, was an estimate of downtime at the berths. This is of high importance for the client as they can see wether the berths are expected to be economical, and for the Coda Terminal to have an estimate of downtime due to ship motions at berth. It is planned for the Coda terminal to start the operations at the aluminum berth and for Gas Tankers estimate of 10% downtime there due to ship movement, but for the new berth the estimate is 2% downtime. For the proposed bulk berths an estimate of downtime for safe working conditions ranges from 5% to over 10%, and safe mooring conditions estimated to be yearly to around 2% of the time.The estimated downtime of 10% for bulk carriers at the current aluminum berth corresponded well to the experience of the harbour authorities.
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